
MOLLY-MAE TAYLOR 
DIGITAL CONTENT CREATOR 

I am a freelance graphic designer and videographer from 

Cambridgeshire, now residing in London. I specialise in 

making content for the music industry such as live music 

videography, designing album artwork and tour posters 

both through collaborations with companies and my own 

freelance business. 

FREELANCE CONTENT CREATOR 

- Turtle Tempo (2076 to 2079)

-Rebel Rebel Artists Uanuary 2079 to present)

-lnd1e Central Music ( May 2079 to present)

-AWAL ( April 2079 to present)

-Modern Age Music ( August 2079 to present)

CONTACT 

EMAIL: mollymaetaylorfilms@gmail.com 

TELEPHONE: 071\4252350/l 

TWITTER: @mollymaetaylor_ 

WEBSITE: www.mollymaetaylor.com 

LINKEDIN: /mollymaetaylor 

As a freelance content creator across various companies, I have been able to develop and finely tune both my videography 

and my graphic design skills. Furthermore, being part of these companies has meant I have learnt, first hand, the importance 

of continuity and branding across a campaign. I've worked with various roles within the company which has taught me team 

work values as well as how essential time management and organisation skills are in order to complete a project on time. 

As well as working within a company, I have also developed my own freelance content creator brand where I have worked 

with various artists in order to create content for them. Working by yourself, for yourself, provides a different approach to the 

role particularly as I have learnt how to develop my own style. As well as this, I've had experience in administrative tasks 

within freelance such as creating an online brand, communicating directly and approaching clients, handling expenses and 

sending and collecting invoices. 

Whilst working freelance, I have been supported by Speak & Sound, a mentorship scheme which seeks to help those 

aspiring to work in the music industry find placements. Since working with Speak & Sound, I have gained essential skills and 

knowledge of the industry, as well as be placed with a mentor who regularly assigns me with paid projects. 

ASSISTANT ARTIST MANAGER 

The Lutras ( 2079 to Present) 

I have been assisting in the management of a band The Lutras, particularly through PR and creative input. Since supporting 

the band, I have created live videos, album artwork and social media campaigns. As well as this, I have also dealt with 

promoting the band through press releases and being in liason with journalists and music biogs. This role has helped me 

understand how elements the creative and music industries work from a first person perspective. 

BA Media and Communication (Animation Specialisation) 

2017 to 2020

Goldsmiths , University of London 

A Levels in Media Studies (A) Drama and Theatre Studies CB) and 
English Literature (C), plus AS Level in History CB) and Extended 
Project Qualification CA*). 

2015 to 2017 

Springwood High School, Kings Lynn. 

11 GCSE'S Grade A-C, including English and Maths 
2010-2015 

Thomas Clarkson Academy, Wisbech. 

REFERENCES 
Kayleigh Ramchand 

Speak Id Sound 

kayl eig h@ speaknsound .com 

SKILLS 

- Adobe Creative Suite (Specialising in Premiere Pro,

Photoshop, Animate).

- Graphic Design and Illustration

- Full Microsoft Office Suite 

-Digital Photography and Photo Manipulation

-Videography and Editing

-Social Media and branding

-Digital and 2D Hand-Drawn Animation.

-Social Media Content and Marketing 

-Full UK Driving Licence 

-Full DBS Check (with Update Service)

Nick Connett 

Rebel Rebel Artists 

Kayode Thomas 

AWAL 

nick@rebelrebelartists.co.uk kayode.thomas@kobaltmusic.com 


